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The single civil aviation show 
in Eurasia

The unique opportunity to reach 
the Eurasian aviation and 
aerospace markets

Although nations in the Region – extending from the Balkans to the Turkish Republics of 
Central Asia – have their own peculiarities, the similarities in the long time accumulated and 
newly emerging needs in view of the aviation and aerospace industries, far more exceed 
those differences.

Having entered the era of restructuring and investment earlier than most nations in the 
Region, Turkey sets a perfect benchmark for the said markets and thus, plays an important 
pioneering role both for the aviation and aerospace industries in Eurasia and the Middle East.

Inspired by this essential role assumed by Turkey; AIREX and now ISTANBUL AIRSHOW has 
been designed with a view to establish a business platform uniquely concentrated in the civil 
aspects of the aviation industry, primarily; to serve, contribute to and meet the challenges 
offered by the Eurasian and the Middle Eastern markets.

Challenges offered by the Eurasian market:

Q Tremendous investments made in the region, but specifically in Turkey both in the civil 
aviation & aerospace industries,

Q Adaptation to the global regulations both in the aviation and aerospace industries,
Q Privatization of state owned airline, airport and terminal operations,
Q Newly emerging private airlines, air-charter and air-taxi companies,
Q Increasing usage of private aircraft for business and general purposes,
Q Construction, renovation and modernization of airports and related facilities,
Q Alternative financing and management models,
Q Necessity to increase both the quality and quantity of training facilities in view of pilots, air 

traffic control, maintenance, ground support and airline security personnel,
Q Increasing number of air travellers from and to the region.
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Q AIRCRAFT
Q AIRCRAFT ENGINES
Q AVIONICS
Q CABIN INTERIOR
Q UNDERCARRIAGE
Q AIRCRAFT OPERATION & FLIGHT SERVICES
Q OPERATORS & AVIATION SERVICES
Q AIRLINES
Q AIR CARGO
Q CHARTER & TAXI OPERATORS
Q AIRCRAFT SALES, LEASE & FINANCING
Q AIR SERVICES
Q FLIGHT TRAINING

Q OPERATORS & SERVICE PROVIDERS
Q AIRPORT & TERMINAL OPERATORS 
Q PRIVATE & EXECUTIVE AIRPORT OPERATORS
Q FBO'S
Q GROUND HANDLING COMPANIES
Q FUELING SERVICES
Q SECURITY SERVICES
Q AIRPORT & TERMINAL CONSTRUCTION
Q PROJECT MANAGEMENT, CONSULTING & FINANCING

Q AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEMS & EQUIPMENT
Q AIRFIELD MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT & SERVICES
Q AIRCRAFT HANDLING EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS
Q PASSENGER HANDLING EQUIPMENT & SERVICES
Q BAGGAGE HANDLING EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS
Q CARGO HANDLING EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS
Q GENERAL AIRPORT EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS

Q MRO'S
Q MAINTENANCE CENTERS
Q PART MANUFACTURERS
Q PART SUPPLIERS
Q TOOLS
Q CONSUMABLES, LUBRICANTS & CHEMICALS
Q HANGAR MATERIALS, MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS
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BAHRİ KESİCİ
Directorate General of Civil Aviation Act. Director General

Istanbul Airshow offers a unique business platform for its 
participants to discover the new marketing strategies and to 
enhance their network in order to tackle the new challenges of the 
today’s global aviation industry by offering a broad-based 
cooperation ground at the hearth of the Eurasia.

Save the date 27-30 September, 2018 and join us in İstanbul Airshow 
to meet the limitless world of aviation together with the leading civil 
aviation stakeholders. Let’s explore and discuss the dynamics of the 
inspiring success story of Turkish Civil Aviation together.

FUNDA OCAK
General Directorate of State Airports Authority General Manager & 
Head of Board of Directors

Turkey is rapidly becoming one of the most important centre in civil 
aviation, airport management and air navigation. DHMİ which 
crowns these great achievements with the greatest aviation projects 
of the Republican history continues to march ahead with more and 
big projects.

Constantly increasing the quality and getting the service 
understanding based on passenger satisfaction and safety on 
responds generously by increasing the number of passengers and 
aircraft movements every year. According to the reports of 
independent aviation authorities, our airports keep European top 
rankings all time and do not lose their positions to their competitors.

It is evident that all these gigantic successes are realized by very 
distinguished and outstanding international fairs and organizations. 
Especially the marvellous contribution given by Airshow is deserved 
to be praised from this perspective. As usual this great Organization 
is to bring world-known institutions in aviation sector that opens 
new horizons.

Without any doubt we are also going to participate in Airshow 2018- 
İstanbul in order to share our experiences and take advantages of 
cooperation together.

BİLAL EKŞİ
Turkish Airlines Deputy Chairman & CEO

It gives me great pleasure to see that Istanbul Airshow 2018, 12th 
International Civil Aviation & Airports Exhibition & Aviation Industry 
Supply Chain Platform, mainly sponsored by Turkish Airlines, which 
flies to more countries than any other airline in the world, will be 
organized in Istanbul from 27 to 30 September 2018.
 
I highly recommend you to participate in the Istanbul Airshow, which 
aims to establish a business platform uniquely concentrated in the 
civil aspects of the aviation industry and undoubtedly deserved your 
kind attention. I firmly believe that an intense and significant 
attendance will be achieved to the Istanbul Airshow 2018 as in 
previous years.
 
Taking into account the importance of this special event, I kindly 
invite you to save the dates in your agenda and look forward to 
meeting you in Istanbul.

TEMEL KOTİL, PhD
Turkish Aerospace President & CEO

Our country has achieved a brand new success in the field of aviation 
just like every other area. Turkish Aerospace is one of the world's top 
100 defense companies with over $1 billion turnover and continues to 
work with the goal of increasing it to $10 billion in the next decade, in 
line with our country's vision

We believe that Istanbul Airshow, the biggest civil aviation fair of our 
country which brings all the stakeholders together in the field of 
aviation, will conduce to create new collaborations for all national 
and international companies.
 
We will be pleased to take part in Istanbul Airshow 2018 where 
participants will be able to follow closely the technological 
developments in the sector.
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